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(57) A misuse detection electronic control unit in a
vehicle network system including a plurality of electronic
control units that communicate with one another through
buses in accordance with a CAN protocol includes a
transceiver unit that performs a reception step of receiv-
ing a data frame transmitted through the buses and a
misuse detection process unit that performs a detection
step of performing, as misuse detection for a target data
frame, which is a data frame having a first identifier, eval-
uation in accordance with a reception timing of a refer-
ence data frame, which is a data frame having a second
identifier different from the first identifier, and a reception
timing of the target data frame on the basis of a certain
rule specifying a reception interval between the reference
data frame and the target data frame.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a technique
for detecting transmission of an unauthorized frame in a
vehicle network in which electronic control units commu-
nicate with one another.

Background Art

[0002] During these years, a large number of devices
called Electronic Control Units (ECUs) are provided in a
system inside an automobile. A network connecting
these ECUs with one another is called a vehicle network.
A lot of standards exist for vehicle networks. A standard
called a CAN (Controller Area Network) specified in ISO
11898-1 exists for one of principal vehicle networks.
[0003] In the CAN, a communication path is configured
by two buses, and ECUs connected to the buses are
called nodes. The nodes connected to the buses com-
municate messages called frames. A transmission node,
which transmits a frame, applies voltage to the two buses
to generate a potential difference between the buses and
transmit a value of "1" called a recessive and a value of
"0" called a dominant. If a plurality of transmission nodes
transmit a recessive and a dominant at exactly the same
timing, the dominant takes priority in transmission. If a
format of a received frame is abnormal, a reception node
transmits a frame called an error frame. An error frame
refers to successive transmission of 6 bits of dominants
for notifying a transmission node and other reception
nodes of an abnormality in a frame.
[0004] In the CAN, there are no identifiers identifying
destinations and sources. A transmission node transmits
each frame with an ID added (that is, transmits a signal
to the buses), and each reception node receives only a
frame having a predetermined ID (that is, reads a signal
from the buses). In addition, a CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance) method is em-
ployed, and when a plurality of nodes simultaneously per-
form transmission, mediation is carried out using mes-
sage IDs. That is, a frame whose message ID is smaller
takes priority in transmission.
[0005] In a vehicle network system according to the
CAN, there is a threat that an attacker might access
busses and transmit an unauthorized frame to improperly
control ECUs, and security measures are being exam-
ined.
[0006] A vehicle network monitoring apparatus de-
scribed in PTL 1, for example, implements a misuse de-
tection method in which a frame transmitted to busses
of the CAN is determined to be unauthorized if a differ-
ence between a reception interval measured in relation
to the frame and a predetermined communication interval
falls outside a specified reference range.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0007] PTL 1: Japanese Patent No. 5664799

Summary of Invention

[0008] A misuse detection method according to an as-
pect of the present disclosure is a misuse detection meth-
od used in a vehicle network system including a plurality
of electronic control units that communicate with one an-
other through buses in accordance with a CAN (Control-
ler Area Network) protocol. The misuse detection method
includes a reception step of receiving a data frame trans-
mitted through the buses and a detection step of per-
forming, as misuse detection for a target data frame,
which is a data frame having a first identifier, evaluation
in accordance with a reception timing of a reference data
frame, which is a data frame having a second identifier
different from the first identifier, and a reception timing
of the target data frame on the basis of a certain rule
specifying a reception interval between the reference da-
ta frame and the target data frame.
[0009] In addition, a misuse detection electronic con-
trol unit (misuse detection ECU) according to an aspect
of the present disclosure is a misuse detection electronic
control unit in a vehicle network system including a plu-
rality of electronic control units that communicate with
one another through buses in accordance with a CAN
(Controller Area Network) protocol. The misuse detection
electronic control unit includes a reception unit that re-
ceives a data frame transmitted through the buses, a rule
holding unit that holds rule information indicating a certain
rule specifying a reception interval between a target data
frame, which is a data frame having a first identifier, and
a reference data frame, which is a data frame having a
second identifier different from the first identifier, and a
detection unit that performs, as misuse detection for the
target data frame, evaluation in accordance with a recep-
tion timing of the reference data frame and a reception
timing of the target data frame on the basis of the certain
rule.
[0010] In addition, a misuse detection system accord-
ing to an aspect of the present disclosure is a misuse
detection system for misuse detection in a vehicle net-
work system including a plurality of electronic control
units that communicate with one another through buses
in accordance with a CAN (Controller Area Network) pro-
tocol. The misuse detection system includes a reception
unit that receives a data frame transmitted through the
buses, a rule holding unit that holds rule information in-
dicating a certain rule specifying a reception interval be-
tween a target data frame, which is a data frame having
a first identifier, and a reference data frame, which is a
data frame having a second identifier different from the
first identifier, and a detection unit that performs, as mis-
use detection for the target data frame, evaluation in ac-
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cordance with a reception timing of the reference data
frame and a reception timing of the target data frame on
the basis of the certain rule.
[0011] According to the present disclosure, a possibil-
ity of erroneously detecting an authorized frame as an
unauthorized frame is reduced even if an unauthorized
node is connected to buses of the CAN and an unauthor-
ized frame is transmitted, and the transmission of the
unauthorized frame can be appropriately detected.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0012]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the overall con-
figuration of a vehicle network system according to
a first embodiment.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a format of a
data frame specified in a CAN protocol.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a format of an
error frame specified in the CAN protocol.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a configuration diagram of a misuse
detection ECU according to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of
rule information held by a rule holding portion in the
misuse detection ECU according to the first embod-
iment.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of
reception timing information stored in a reception
timing holding portion in the misuse detection ECU
according to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a configuration diagram of an ECU
according to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating examples of
data frames transmitted by ECUs according to the
first embodiment.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a misuse detection operation performed by the mis-
use detection ECU on data frames according to the
first embodiment.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a misuse
detection process performed by the misuse detec-
tion ECU when a data frame is received according
to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating the overall
configuration of a vehicle network system according
to a second embodiment.
[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is a configuration diagram of a mis-
use detection ECU according to the second embod-
iment.
[Fig. 13] Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example
of rule information held by a rule holding portion in
the misuse detection ECU according to the second
embodiment.
[Fig. 14] Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example
of reception state information held by a reception
state holding portion in the misuse detection ECU
according to the second embodiment.

[Fig. 15] Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating an example
of a data frame transmitted by an ECU according to
the second embodiment.
[Fig. 16] Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating an example
of a misuse detection operation performed by the
misuse detection ECU on data frames according to
the second embodiment.
[Fig. 17] Fig. 17 is a diagram illustrating another ex-
ample of the misuse detection operation performed
by the misuse detection ECU on data frames accord-
ing to the second embodiment.
[Fig. 18] Fig. 18 is a flowchart illustrating a misuse
detection process performed by the misuse detec-
tion ECU when a data frame is received according
to the second embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

(Underlying Knowledge Forming Basis of Present Dis-
closure)

[0013] According to a misuse detection method of PTL
1, if a plurality of frames are received within a reference
range based on a predetermined communication inter-
val, an unauthorized frame transmitted by an attacker
might be included in the plurality of frames. If a reference
range based on the predetermined communication inter-
val is determined for a determination as to a frame to be
received next on the basis of a reception timing of the
unauthorized frame within the reference range, an au-
thorized frame can consequently be determined to be
unauthorized.
[0014] The present disclosure provides a misuse de-
tection method by which a possibility of erroneously de-
tecting an authorized frame as an unauthorized frame is
reduced even if an unauthorized frame is received within
a range of errors of a predetermined communication in-
terval and misuse detection can be appropriately per-
formed. In addition, the present disclosure provides a
misuse detection electronic control unit (misuse detec-
tion ECU), which is an ECU capable of achieving the
misuse detection method, and a misuse detection system
that achieves the misuse detection method.
[0015] A misuse detection method according to an as-
pect of the present disclosure is a misuse detection meth-
od used in a vehicle network system including a plurality
of electronic control units that communicate with one an-
other through buses in accordance with a CAN (Control-
ler Area Network) protocol. The misuse detection method
includes a reception step of receiving a data frame trans-
mitted through the buses and a detection step of per-
forming, as misuse detection for a target data frame,
which is a data frame having a first identifier, evaluation
in accordance with a reception timing of a reference data
frame, which is a data frame having a second identifier
different from the first identifier, and a reception timing
of the target data frame on the basis of a certain rule
specifying a reception interval between the reference da-
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ta frame and the target data frame. As a result, since a
data frame having an identifier (ID) different from an ID
of a data frame subjected to misuse detection is used as
a reference for a reception interval, a possibility of erro-
neously detecting an authorized data frame as an unau-
thorized data frame is reduced even if an unauthorized
node is connected to the buses and an unauthorized data
frame is transmitted, and the transmission of the unau-
thorized data frame can be appropriately detected.
[0016] In addition, in the detection step, if a relationship
between the reception timing of the target data frame and
the reception timing of the reference data frame complies
with the certain rule, it may be evaluated that the target
data frame is not unauthorized. If the relationship does
not comply with the certain rule, it may be evaluated that
the target data frame is unauthorized. As a result, it can
be checked through alternative evaluation whether a data
frame subjected to misuse detection is unauthorized. It
is to be noted that whether a data frame subjected to
misuse detection can be determined on the basis of a
result of the evaluation or a combination of the result and
other types of evaluation.
[0017] In addition, the certain rule may specify an ap-
propriate range of the reception interval. In the detection
step, if a difference between the reception timing of the
target data frame and the reception timing of the refer-
ence data frame prior to the foregoing reception timing
falls within the appropriate range, it may be evaluated
that the certain rule is complied with. As a result, evalu-
ation can be performed such that it is determined that a
target data frame is not unauthorized if a reception inter-
vals between data frames falls within a range of allowable
errors.
[0018] In addition, the misuse detection method may
further include an initial detection step of evaluating, as
misuse detection for the target data frame, whether the
target data frame is unauthorized in accordance with an
interval between the reception timing of the target data
frame and a reception timing of the target data frame
prior to the foregoing reception timing. The misuse de-
tection in the initial detection step may be performed prior
to the misuse detection in the detection step, and after it
is evaluated in the initial detection step that the target
data frame is unauthorized, the misuse detection in the
initial detection step may be stopped and the misuse de-
tection in the detection step may start. As a result, since
a reference for a reception interval for misuse detection
is switched when a state in which it is inappropriate to
continue misuse detection based on a reception interval
between data frames subjected to the misuse detection
has occurred, appropriate misuse detection can be per-
formed.
[0019] In addition, in the initial detection step, if the
reception timing of the target data frame falls outside an
appropriate time frame predetermined on the basis of the
reception timing of the target data frame prior to the fore-
going reception timing, or if the reception timing of the
target data frame falls within the appropriate time frame

and the other target data is received at a timing within
the appropriate time frame, it may be evaluated as the
misuse detection for the target data frame that the target
data frame is unauthorized. As a result, a reference for
a reception interval for misuse detection is switched when
a state in which it is inappropriate to continue misuse
detection based on a reception interval between data
frames subjected to the misuse detection has occurred.
[0020] In addition, the misuse detection method may
further include a reference detection step of performing
misuse detection for the reference data frame and a sub-
sequent detection step of performing, as misuse detec-
tion for the target data frame, evaluation in accordance
with a reception timing of another reference data frame,
which is a data frame having a third identifier different
from the first identifier or the second identifier, and the
reception timing of the target data frame on the basis of
a rule specifying a reception interval between the other
reference data frame and the target data frame. If it is
detected in the reference detection step that the refer-
ence data frame is unauthorized, the misuse detection
in the detection step may be stopped and the misuse
detection in the subsequent detection step may start. As
a result, when misuse of a data frame that serves as a
reference for a reception interval for misuse detection
has been detected, a data frame that serves as the ref-
erence can be switched to continue appropriate misuse
detection.
[0021] In addition, the misuse detection in the detection
step may start after one of a plurality of identifiers different
from the first identifier selected in accordance with a pre-
determined selection criterion is determined as the sec-
ond identifier, and the misuse detection in the subse-
quent detection step may start after one of a plurality of
identifiers different from the first identifier or the second
identifier selected in accordance with the predetermined
selection criterion is determined as the third identifier. As
a result, if misuse of a data frame that serves as a recep-
tion interval for misuse detection is detected, the refer-
ence can be changed to an appropriate data frame to
continue misuse detection, insofar as a selection criterion
is appropriately predetermined.
[0022] In addition, the misuse detection in the detection
step may be performed after one of a plurality of identi-
fiers different from the first identifier, the one of the plu-
rality of identifiers being an identifier of a data frame with
which misuse has not yet been detected, is determined
as the second identifier. As a result, misuse detection
can be performed appropriately compared to when a data
frame with which misuse has been detected is used as
a reference for a reception interval for the misuse detec-
tion.
[0023] In addition, the misuse detection in the detection
step may be performed after one of a plurality of identi-
fiers different from the first identifier is determined as the
second identifier in accordance with a state of a vehicle
on which the plurality of electronic control units are
mounted. As a result, misuse detection can be appropri-
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ately performed using a reference that suits the state of
the vehicle as a reference for a reception interval for the
misuse detection.
[0024] In addition, in the detection step, the evaluation
whether the target data frame is unauthorized may be
performed in accordance with a reception timing of each
of at least one data frame each having an identifier dif-
ferent from the first identifier or the second identifier and
the reference data frame and the reception timing of the
target data frame on the basis of a group of rules including
the certain rule specifying a reception interval between
each of the at least one data frame and the reference
data frame and the target data frame, and whether the
target data frame is unauthorized may be determined on
the basis of a result of the evaluation. As a result, a de-
termination whether a data frame is unauthorized can be
comprehensively and accurately made using results of
evaluation based on rules relating to a plurality of recep-
tion intervals.
[0025] In addition, in the detection step, the evaluation
may be performed by calculating a likelihood that the
target data frame is unauthorized through a certain cal-
culation based on a group of rules including the certain
rule specifying a reception interval between each of at
least one data frame each having an identifier different
from the first identifier or the second identifier and the
reference data frame and the target data frame, a recep-
tion timing of each of the at least one data frame and the
reference data frame, and the reception timing of the tar-
get data frame. As a result, a likelihood that a data frame
is unauthorized can be obtained.
[0026] In addition, the misuse detection method may
further include a recording step of recording a result of
the evaluation performed in the detection step in a stor-
age medium. As a result, a process that utilizes a result
of evaluation relating to misuse detection for a data frame
can be achieved.
[0027] In addition, a misuse detection electronic con-
trol unit according to an aspect of the present disclosure
is a misuse detection electronic control unit in a vehicle
network system including a plurality of electronic control
units that communicate with one another through buses
in accordance with a CAN (Controller Area Network) pro-
tocol. The misuse detection electronic control unit in-
cludes a reception unit that receives a data frame trans-
mitted through the buses, a rule holding unit that holds
rule information indicating a certain rule specifying a re-
ception interval between a target data frame, which is a
data frame having a first identifier, and a reference data
frame, which is a data frame having a second identifier
different from the first identifier, and a detection unit that
performs, as misuse detection for the target data frame,
evaluation in accordance with a reception timing of the
reference data frame and a reception timing of the target
data frame on the basis of the certain rule. As a result, a
possibility of erroneously detecting an authorized frame
as an unauthorized frame is reduced even if an unau-
thorized node is connected to buses and an unauthorized

frame is transmitted, and the transmission of the unau-
thorized frame can be appropriately detected.
[0028] In addition, a misuse detection system accord-
ing to an aspect of the present disclosure is a misuse
detection system for misuse detection in a vehicle net-
work system including a plurality of electronic control
units that communicate with one another through buses
in accordance with a CAN (Controller Area Network) pro-
tocol. The misuse detection system includes a reception
unit that receives a data frame transmitted through the
buses, a rule holding unit that holds rule information in-
dicating a certain rule specifying a reception interval be-
tween a target data frame, which is a data frame having
a first identifier, and a reference data frame, which is a
data frame having a second identifier different from the
first identifier, and a detection unit that performs, as mis-
use detection for the target data frame, evaluation in ac-
cordance with a reception timing of the reference data
frame and a reception timing of the target data frame on
the basis of the certain rule. As a result, transmission of
an unauthorized data frame can be appropriately detect-
ed.
[0029] It should be noted that these general or specific
aspects may be implemented as a system, a method, an
integrated circuit, a computer program, a computer-read-
able recording medium such as a CD-ROM, or any se-
lective combination thereof.
[0030] Vehicle network systems according to embod-
iments will be described hereinafter with reference to the
drawings. The embodiments described hereinafter are
specific examples of the present disclosure. Values,
components, the arrangement and connection modes of
the components, steps, the order of the steps, and the
like mentioned in the following embodiments, therefore,
are examples and do not limit the present disclosure.
Among the components described in the following em-
bodiments, ones not described in the independent claims
can be arbitrarily added. The drawings are schematic
diagrams and not necessarily exact.

(First Embodiment)

[0031] A misuse detection method used in a vehicle
network system 10 with which a plurality of electronic
control units (ECUs) communicate through buses will be
described hereinafter with reference to the drawings as
an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0032] The misuse detection method is a method for
detecting an unauthorized frame transmitted after an un-
authorized node is connected to buses of a CAN and
mainly implemented by a misuse detection ECU connect-
ed to the buses. A misuse detection ECU 100 in the ve-
hicle network system 10 detects an unauthorized data
frame on the basis of a reception interval between data
frames (messages) having two different identifiers (mes-
sage IDs). As a result, if an unauthorized data frame is
transmitted, a possibility of erroneously detecting an au-
thorized data frame having the same identifier (message
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ID) as the unauthorized data frame as an unauthorized
data frame is reduced.

[1.1 Overall Configuration of Vehicle Network System 10]

[0033] Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the overall con-
figuration of the vehicle network system 10 according to
the first embodiment.
[0034] The vehicle network system 10 is an example
of a network communication system that performs com-
munication in accordance with a CAN protocol and is a
network communication system in a vehicle on which var-
ious devices such as control devices, sensors, actuators,
and user interface devices are mounted. The vehicle net-
work system 10 includes a plurality of devices that per-
form communication relating to frames through the buses
and uses the misuse detection method. More specifically,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, the vehicle network system 10 is
configured by including buses 300 and various nodes
connected to the buses 300 including the misuse detec-
tion ECU 100 and ECUs connected to the various devic-
es, such as an ECU (automatic parking ECU) 200a, an
ECU (power steering ECU) 200b, and an ECU (gear
ECU) 200c. It is to be noted that a number of ECUs can
be included in the vehicle network system 10 in addition
to the misuse detection ECU 100 and the ECUs 200a,
200b, and 200c, but the misuse detection ECU 100 and
the ECUs 200a, 200b, and 200c will be mainly described
hereinafter for the sake of convenience. An ECU, for ex-
ample, is a device including a digital circuit, an analog
circuit, a communication circuit, and the like such as a
processor (microprocessor) and a memory. A memory
is a ROM, a RAM, or the like and is capable of storing a
control program (computer program) executed by the
processor. When the processor operates in accordance
with the control program (computer program), for exam-
ple, the ECU achieves various functions thereof. It is to
be noted that the computer program is configured by
combining a plurality of command codes indicating in-
structions to the processor in order to achieve certain
functions.
[0035] The automatic parking ECU 200a, the power
steering ECU 200b, and the gear ECU 200c are connect-
ed to the buses 300 and to a camera 210, a handle (steer-
ing wheel) 220, and gears (speed change mechanism)
230, respectively. In addition, the automatic parking ECU
200a is connected to a touch panel 240 and receives an
operation from a passenger. The automatic parking ECU
200a periodically transmits data frames to the buses 300.
In addition, if a passenger operates the touch panel 240,
the automatic parking ECU 200a enters an automatic
parking mode and transmits a signal specifying a steering
angle of the handle 200 to the buses 300 while obtaining
information from the camera 210. The power steering
ECU 200b receives a data frame on the buses 300 and,
if there is a handle steering instruction, turns the handle
200 by a specified angle. The gear ECU 200c obtains a
state of the gears 230 and periodically transmits data

frames indicating the state of the gears 230 to the buses
300.
[0036] The misuse detection ECU 100 is a kind of ECU
connected to the buses 300 and has a function of per-
forming a misuse detection process, by which data
frames flowing through the buses (that is, data frames
appearing on the buses) are monitored and whether an
unauthorized data frame (that is, a data frame that does
not comply with a predetermined rule) is flowing is deter-
mined.
[0037] In the vehicle network system 10, the ECUs
communicate frames in accordance with the CAN proto-
col. Frames according to the CAN protocol include a data
frame, a remote frame, an overload frame, and an error
frame. The data frame will be mainly described herein-
after.

[1.2 Data Frame Format]

[0038] The data frame, which is one of the frames used
in a network according to the CAN protocol, will be de-
scribed hereinafter.
[0039] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a format of the
data frame specified in the CAN protocol. The figure il-
lustrates a data frame in a standard ID format specified
in the CAN protocol. The data frame is configured by
fields of an SOF (Start Of Frame), an ID field, an RTR
(Remote Transmission Request), an IDE (Identifier Ex-
tension), a reserved bit "r", a DLC (Data Length Code),
a data field, a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) se-
quence, a CRC delimiter "DEL", an ACK (Acknowledge-
ment) slot, an ACK delimiter "DEL", and an EOF (End Of
Frame).
[0040] The SOF is configured by a 1-bit dominant.
When the buses are idle, the data frame is recessive. By
making the data frame dominant using the SOF, start of
transmission of the frame is notified.
[0041] The ID field is a field storing an ID (frame ID),
which is a value configured by 11 bits and indicating a
type of data. The ID field is designed such that a frame
having a smaller ID value has higher priority, so that if a
plurality of nodes simultaneously start transmission, the
communication can be mediated using the ID field.
[0042] The RTR is a value for distinguishing a data
frame and a remote frame. In the data frame, the RTR
is configured by a dominant 1 bit.
[0043] The IDE and the "r" are both configured by a
dominant 1 bit.
[0044] The DLC is a value configured by 4 bits and
indicating the length of the data field. The 4 bits in the
data frame storing a value of the DLC will also be referred
to as a DLC field herein.
[0045] The data field is a value configured by up to 64
bits and indicating the content of data to be transmitted.
The length can be adjusted in steps of 8 bits. Specifica-
tions of the data to be transmitted are not specified in the
CAN protocol but determined by the vehicle network sys-
tem 10. The specifications, therefore, depend upon a ve-
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hicle model, a manufacturer (manufacturing maker), and
the like.
[0046] The CRC sequence is configured by 15 bits.
The CRC sequence is obtained from values transmitted
in the SOF, the ID field, a control field, and the data field.
[0047] The CRC delimiter is a delimitation sign config-
ured by a 1-bit recessive and indicating an end of the
CRC sequence. It is to be noted that the CRC sequence
and the CRC delimiter will be collectively referred to as
a CRC field.
[0048] The ACK slot is configured by 1 bit. A transmis-
sion node performs transmission with the ACK slot re-
cessive. If a reception node can correctly receive a data
frame up to the CRC sequence, the reception node per-
forms transmission with the ACK slot dominant. Since a
dominant takes priority over a recessive, if the ACK slot
is dominant after the transmission, the transmission node
can affirm that one of reception nodes has successfully
received the data frame.
[0049] The ACK delimiter is a delimitation sign config-
ured by a 1-bit recessive and indicating an end of the
ACK.
[0050] The EOF is configured by 7 bits of recessives
and indicates an end of the data frame.

[1.3 Error Frame Format]

[0051] Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a format of the
error frame specified in the CAN protocol. The error frame
is configured by an error flag (primary), an error flag (sec-
ondary), and an error delimiter.
[0052] The error flag (primary) is used for notifying oth-
er nodes of occurrence of an error. A node that has de-
tected an error successively transmits 6 bits of dominants
in order to notify other nodes of occurrence of the error.
Because the transmission violates a bit stuffing rule (6
bits or more of the same value must not be successively
transmitted) of the CAN protocol, the other nodes are
caused to transmit error frames (secondary).
[0053] The error flag (secondary) is configured by 6
consecutive bits of dominants used for notifying other
nodes of occurrence of an error. All nodes that have re-
ceived an error flag (primary) and detected a violation of
the bit stuffing rule transmit an error flag (secondary).
[0054] The error delimiter "DEL" is 8 consecutive bits
of recessives and indicates an end of the error frame.

[1.4 Configuration of Misuse Detection ECU 100]

[0055] Fig. 4 is a configuration diagram of the misuse
detection ECU 100. The misuse detection ECU 100 is
configured by including a transceiver section 130, a con-
troller section 140, and a microcontroller section 150.
[0056] The transceiver section 130 is an electronic cir-
cuit such as a communication circuit. The transceiver
section 130 converts a frame transmitted from the con-
troller section 140 into an electrical signal that can be
transmitted to the buses 300 and transmits the electrical

signal. In addition, the transceiver section 130 receives
an electrical signal appearing on the buses 300 in order
to transmit the content of a received frame to the control-
ler section 140. The transceiver section 130 functions as
a reception unit that receives a data frame transmitted
through the buses 300.
[0057] The controller section 140 is a semiconductor
integrated circuit that includes a digital circuit and a stor-
age medium such as a memory and that communicates
signals with the microcontroller section 150 and the trans-
ceiver section 130. The controller section 140 includes
a protocol processing portion 141.
[0058] The protocol processing portion 141 communi-
cates with the transceiver section 130 and performs
processing according to a protocol (CAN protocol or the
like). If detecting an error in a frame that is being received,
for example, the protocol processing portion 141 instructs
the transceiver section 130 to transmit an error frame
(that is, a transmission request) in order to cause the
transceiver section 130 to transmit an error frame. After
reception of a data frame is completed, the protocol
processing portion 141 notifies the microcontroller sec-
tion 150 of the completion of the reception of the data
frame. In response to a data frame transmission request
from the microcontroller section 150, the protocol
processing portion 141 instructs the transceiver section
130 to transmit a data frame in accordance with the pro-
tocol. In addition, the protocol processing portion 141
gives the microcontroller section 150 the content (an ID,
a DLC, data, and the like) of a data frame appearing on
the buses 300 obtained through the transceiver section
130.
[0059] The microcontroller section 150 is a semicon-
ductor integrated circuit that includes a processor (mi-
croprocessor) which executes a program and a memory
and that communicates signals with the controller section
140. The microcontroller section 150 includes a controller
communication portion 151, a misuse detection process
portion 152, a frame generation portion 153, a rule hold-
ing portion 154, a timer holding portion 155, and a recep-
tion timing holding portion 156 as components achieved
by the processor that executes a program, the memory,
and the like.
[0060] The controller communication portion 151
transmits a data frame received from the controller sec-
tion 140 to the misuse detection process portion 152.
The controller communication portion 151 transmits a da-
ta frame transmitted from the frame generation portion
153 to the controller section 140 and issues a data frame
transmission request.
[0061] The misuse detection process portion 152 func-
tions as a detection portion that performs a misuse de-
tection process on a data frame transmitted from the con-
troller communication portion 151. The misuse detection
process is a process for evaluating misuse of a data
frame transmitted through the buses 300, that is, a data
frame appearing on the buses 300. The evaluation of the
misuse of a data frame is specifically evaluation whether
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a data frame transmitted through the buses 300, that is,
a data frame appearing on the buses 300, is unauthor-
ized, that is, a determination whether the data frame com-
plies with the predetermined rule. In the misuse detection
process, whether a currently received data frame is un-
authorized is determined by referring to rule information
indicating a misuse detection rule stored in the rule hold-
ing portion 154, information regarding a current timing
stored in the timer holding portion 155, and reception
timing information indicating a past reception timing of a
data frame stored in the reception timing holding portion
156. Although a rule relating to a reception interval will
be mainly described hereinafter as the misuse detection
rule for the sake of convenience of description, the mis-
use detection rule can include a rule other than that re-
lating to a reception interval. If an ID (message ID) of a
data frame that is being received is specified as a target
of the misuse detection rule in the rule information stored
in the rule holding portion 154, the misuse detection proc-
ess portion 152 checks, as the misuse detection process,
whether its reception timing falls within a range deter-
mined by a reception interval from a reception timing of
another data frame that serves as a reference for the
reception interval and margins. It is to be noted that if the
reception timing of the received data frame falls within
the range based on the reception interval and the margins
indicated by the rule information, the received data frame
is authorized, and if not, the received data frame is un-
authorized. That is, if a relationship between reception
timings of data frames complies with the misuse detec-
tion rule relating to the reception interval and the margins
indicated by the rule information, the data frame is au-
thorized, and if not, the data frame is unauthorized. If it
is determined (judged) that a received data frame is un-
authorized, the misuse detection process portion 152 can
transmit information regarding the unauthorized data
frame to the frame generation portion 153 in order to
notify the ECUs of occurrence of misuse (the transmis-
sion of the unauthorized data frame). If detecting an un-
authorized data frame, the misuse detection process por-
tion 152 may count and record an accumulated number
of times of detection of misuse for each of IDs of data
frames and use the record for a comprehensive determi-
nation of misuse for each of the IDs of data frames. Al-
ternatively, the misuse detection process portion 152
may record log information regarding unauthorized data
frames (e.g., IDs and other pieces of information regard-
ing the unauthorized data frames, reception times, and
the like) in a recording medium (storage medium) or the
like or perform control for reporting misuse (display,
transmission of information to a server apparatus located
outside the vehicle, or the like).
[0062] If receiving information regarding a data frame
determined by the misuse detection process portion 152
to be unauthorized, for example, the frame generation
portion 153 transmits, to the controller communication
portion 151, a data frame transmission request including
the information regarding the unauthorized data frame.

[0063] The rule holding portion 154 holds the rule in-
formation (refer to Fig. 5) indicating the misuse detection
rule, which is a rule about a communication interval (re-
ception interval) between data frames to be referred to
by the misuse detection process portion 152.
[0064] The timer holding portion 155 holds the infor-
mation indicating the current timing (present time) meas-
ured on the basis of a timing mechanism such as a coun-
ter and is referred to by the misuse detection process
portion 152 in order to obtain a timing at which a data
frame has been received. The current timing may be
measured from any point of time and, for example, can
be measured while determining a time at which power is
supplied to the misuse detection ECU 100 as zero.
[0065] The reception timing holding portion 156 holds
the reception timing information obtained by recording,
for each ID, a reception timing of a data frame received
in the past. The reception timing information (refer to Fig.
6) is referred to by the misuse detection process portion
152 and used in a determination whether a currently re-
ceived data frame is unauthorized.

[1.5 Misuse Detection Rule]

[0066] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of the
rule information indicating the misuse detection rule held
by the rule holding portion 154. In the example illustrated
in the figure, a reception interval relating to data frames
whose IDs (message IDs) are 0x100 is indicated. The
misuse detection ECU 100 performs misuse detection
on the basis of a reception interval between a data frame
not subjected to a check (misuse detection) (referred to
as a reference data frame) and a data frame subjected
to the misuse detection (referred to as a target data
frame). According to the rule information in the example
illustrated in the figure, the misuse detection ECU 100
performs misuse detection on a target data frame whose
ID is 0x100 on the basis of a reception interval between
a reference data frame whose ID is 0x200 and the target
data frame whose ID is 0x100. If a reception timing of
the target data frame whose ID is 0x100 is 25 ms, which
is the reception interval, after a reception timing of the
reference data frame (the data frame whose ID is 0x200
in this example), the target data frame whose ID is 0x100
is authorized.
[0067] Margins of 63 ms are provided for the reception
interval of 25 ms in consideration of a fluctuation in the
reception interval caused by mediation (retransmission
control) in the case of a collision between data frames in
the buses 300. It is to be noted that a one retransmission
interval when a collision occurs between data frames in
the buses 300 is, for example, shorter than 1 ms. In the
example illustrated in Fig. 5, if the reception interval be-
tween the reference data frame whose ID is 0x200 and
the target data frame whose ID is 0x100 falls within a
range of 22 ms to 28 ms, the target data frame is deter-
mined to be authorized, and if not, the target data frame
is determined to be unauthorized.
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[0068] Although an example of the misuse detection
rule relating only to the data frame whose ID is 0x100
has been described in this example, a misuse detection
rule for a plurality of IDs may be predetermined, instead.
In addition, although an example in which the rule infor-
mation indicates a misuse detection rule specifying a re-
ception interval relating to a reference data frame of a
single ID (0x200) has been described, the number of IDs
of data frames that serve as reference data frames is not
limited to one, but may be two, or may be three or more.
In addition, when the rule information indicates a rule
relating to IDs and reception intervals of a plurality of
reference data frames, the misuse detection process por-
tion 152 can use an arbitrary number of rules for misuse
detection. For example, when there are five rules relating
to reception intervals and three (rules specifying recep-
tion intervals in which data frames having three different
IDs are used as reference data frames) of the five rules
have been used for misuse detection, it may be compre-
hensively determined that there has been misuse if one
of the three rules is not complied with, or it may be com-
prehensively determined that there has not been misuse
if one of the three rules is complied with. Alternatively,
by a majority rule, if data frames are determined to be
unauthorized on the basis of two or more of the three
rules used for the misuse detection (if two or more rules
are not complied with), it may be comprehensively de-
termined that there has been misuse, and if data frames
are determined to be authorized on the basis of two or
more rules (if two or more rules are complied with), it may
be comprehensively determined that there has not been
misuse. In addition, although a reception interval be-
tween target data frames whose IDs are 0x100 is not
included in the misuse detection rule in the example il-
lustrated in Fig. 5, the reception interval (e.g., 50 ms)
between data frames whose IDs are 0x100, for example,
may be included in the misuse detection rule. In addition,
the content of the rule may be encrypted and held.

[1.6 Reception Timing Information]

[0069] Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of the
reception timing information stored in the reception timing
holding portion 156. In the reception timing information,
a reception timing of a data frame received by the misuse
detection ECU 100 in the past is recorded for each ID by
referring to the current timing held by the timer holding
portion 155. In the example illustrated in Fig. 6, it is indi-
cated that a timing at which a data frame whose ID (mes-
sage ID) is 0x100 has been previously received is 201
ms and a timing at which a data frame whose ID is 0x200
has been previously received is 176 ms.

[1.7 Configuration of Automatic Parking ECU 200a]

[0070] Fig. 7 is a configuration diagram of the ECU
(automatic parking ECU) 200a. The ECU 200a includes
a transceiver section 130, a controller section 140, and

a microcontroller section 250.
[0071] The transceiver section 130 and the controller
section 140 are the same as the transceiver section 130
and the controller section 140 of the misuse detection
ECU 100 (refer to Fig. 4), and description thereof is omit-
ted.
[0072] The microcontroller section 250 is a semicon-
ductor integrated circuit that includes a processor which
executes a program and a memory and that communi-
cates signals with the controller section 140. The micro-
controller section 250 includes a controller communica-
tion portion 151, a frame processing portion 252, a frame
generation portion 253, and an external device input/out-
put portion 254 as components achieved by the proces-
sor that executes a program, the memory, and the like.
[0073] The controller communication portion 151 is the
same as the controller communication portion 151 in the
misuse detection ECU 100 (refer to Fig. 4). The controller
communication portion 151 in the ECU 200a, however,
transmits a data frame received from the controller sec-
tion 140 to the frame processing portion 252. The con-
troller communication portion 151 transmits a data frame
transmitted from the frame generation portion 253 to the
controller section 140 to issue a data frame transmission
request.
[0074] The frame processing portion 252 processes a
data frame transmitted from the controller communica-
tion portion 151 and transmits a result to the external
device input/output portion 254.
[0075] The frame generation portion 253 generates a
data frame (refer to Fig. 8) on the basis of values trans-
mitted from the external device input/output portion 254
and transmits the data frame to the controller communi-
cation portion 151.
[0076] The external device input/output portion 254
communicates with an external device connected to the
ECU 200a. That is, the external device input/output por-
tion 254 receives an instruction to enter the automatic
parking mode in accordance with an operation performed
using the touch panel 240, obtains information indicating
surroundings of the vehicle whose image has been cap-
tured by the camera 210, and transmits the information
to the frame generation portion 253.
[0077] The power steering ECU 200b and the gear
ECU 200c, too, have the same configuration as the au-
tomatic parking ECU 200a. An external device input/out-
put portion 254 in the power steering ECU 200b, howev-
er, transmits, to the handle 220 connected to the power
steering ECU 200b, a control signal (a signal used for
steering) based on values transmitted from the frame
processing portion 252. An external device input/output
portion 254 in the gear ECU 200c obtains the state of the
gears 230 and notifies the frame generation portion 253
of the state of the gears 230.

[1.8 Examples of Data Frames]

[0078] Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating examples of IDs
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(message IDs) and data fields (data) of data frames to
be transmitted.
[0079] In Fig. 8, (a) illustrates an example of a data
frame transmitted by the automatic parking ECU 200a,
and (b) illustrates an example of a data frame transmitted
by the gear ECU 200c.
[0080] A message ID of the data frame transmitted by
the automatic parking ECU 200a is "0x100", and a DLC
is "4" (four bytes). A first byte of a data field indicates a
mode and is 1 in the case of the automatic parking mode.
When the mode is not the automatic parking mode, val-
ues of a second byte and later in the data field are invalid.
The second byte of the data field indicates which way
the handle 220 is to be turned in the automatic parking
mode. If the value is 0, the handle 220 is turned right,
and if the value is 1, the handle 220 is turned left. Two
bytes of third and fourth bytes in the data field collectively
indicate an angle by which the handle 220 is to be turned.
In the example illustrated in (a) of Fig. 8, the automatic
parking mode is established, and the handle 220 is to be
turned right by 256 (0x100) degrees.
[0081] A message ID of the data frame transmitted by
the gear ECU 200c is "0x200", and a DLC is "1" (one
byte). A data field includes a value indicating the state of
the gears 230. The value is "0" when the gears 230 are
in a neutral state, "1" when the gears 230 are in a reverse
state, and "2" when the gears 230 are in a drive state. In
the example illustrated in (b) of Fig. 8, it is indicated that
the gears 230 are in the reverse state.

[1.9 Example of Misuse Detection Operation Performed 
by Misuse Detection ECU 100 on Data Frames]

[0082] Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating an example in
which the misuse detection ECU 100 receives data
frames sequentially appearing on the buses 300 and per-
forms misuse detection. In Fig. 9, a situation is illustrated
in which data frames F2, F5, and F8 whose IDs are 0x100
periodically transmitted by the automatic parking ECU
200a and data frames F1, F4, and F7 whose IDs are
0x200 periodically transmitted by the gear ECU 200c se-
quentially appear on the buses 300. In addition, in Fig.
9, an attacker (unauthorized ECU) that can access the
buses 300 periodically transmits unauthorized data
frames F3, F6, and F9 whose IDs are 0x100 to the buses
300 in order to improperly control the handle 220. In this
example, the misuse detection ECU 100 perform evalu-
ation relating to misuse on the data frames whose IDs
are 0x100 (more specifically, determinations whether the
data frames are unauthorized) as misuse detection
(check). Although not illustrated in Fig. 9, the misuse de-
tection ECU 100 can perform misuse detection (evalua-
tion relating to misuse) on the data frames whose IDs
are not 0x100.
[0083] The misuse detection ECU 100 holds a timing
at which the data frame F1, whose ID is 0x200, has been
received as reception timing information. Next, the mis-
use detection ECU 100 checks, on the basis of the mis-

use detection rule indicated by the rule information held
by the rule holding portion 154, whether a reception tim-
ing of the data frame F2, whose ID is 0x100, falls within
a range T1, which is 22 ms to 28 ms after the reception
timing (the timing indicated by the reception timing infor-
mation) of the data frame F1, whose ID is 0x200. The
range T1 indicates a time frame based on the reception
timing of the data frame F1 that extends around the re-
ception interval 25 ms indicated by the rule information
(refer to Fig. 5) by margins of 3 ms. Because the data
frame F2, whose ID is 0x100, transmitted by the auto-
matic parking ECU 200a has been received at a timing
within the range T1, the data frame F2 is determined as
an authorized data frame. In addition, because it is de-
termined, as a result of a determination as to the range
T1 (that is, a determination whether the data frame is
unauthorized), that the data frame F3, whose ID is 0x100
and which is transmitted by the attacker (unauthorized
ECU), received next has not been received within the
range T1, the data frame F3 is determined to be unau-
thorized.
[0084] In addition, similarly, the misuse detection ECU
100 holds a timing at which the data frame F4, whose ID
is 0x200, has been received and checks whether a re-
ception timing of the data frame F5, whose ID is 0x100,
falls within a range T2, which is 22 ms to 28 ms after the
reception timing of the data frame F4. Because the re-
ception timing of the data frame F5 falls within the range
T2, the misuse detection ECU 100 determines that the
data frame F5 is authorized, and because the data frame
F6, whose ID is 0x100, received next has not been re-
ceived within the range T2, the misuse detection ECU
100 determines that the data frame F6 is unauthorized.
[0085] The misuse detection ECU 100 then deter-
mines, similarly, that the data frame F8, whose ID is
0x100, received within a range T3 is authorized and that
the data frame F9, whose ID is 0x100, that has not been
received within the range T3 is unauthorized, on the basis
of a reception interval from a reception timing of the data
frame F7, whose ID is 0x200.

[1.10 Misuse Detection Process Performed by Misuse 
Detection ECU 100]

[0086] A process performed by the misuse detection
ECU 100 as the misuse detection process when a data
frame is received will be described with reference to a
flowchart of Fig. 10.
[0087] The misuse detection ECU 100 receives a data
frame from the buses 300 (step S1101).
[0088] The misuse detection ECU 100 checks, on the
basis of the rule information held by the rule holding por-
tion 154, whether an ID of the received data frame is
0x100 (step S1102), and if the ID of the received data
frame is not 0x100, checks whether the ID of the received
data frame is 0x200 (step S1103).
[0089] If it is checked in step S1103 that the ID is 0x200,
the misuse detection ECU 100 refers to the timer holding
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portion 155 to obtain the current timing, updates the re-
ception timing information indicating the reception timing
of a data frame relating to the ID of 0x200 stored in the
reception timing holding portion 156 such that the recep-
tion timing information indicates the current timing (step
S1104), and ends the process.
[0090] If it is checked in step S1103 that the ID is not
0x200, the misuse detection ECU 100 ends the process
corresponding to the reception of one data frame.
[0091] If the ID of the data frame received in step S1101
is 0x100 (step S1102), the misuse detection ECU 100
determines whether its reception timing falls within a
range 22 ms to 28 ms after reception of a data frame
whose ID is 0x200 (step S1105). That is, the misuse de-
tection ECU 100 checks whether the current timing ob-
tained by referring to the timer holding portion 155 falls
within a range extending from a value obtained by sub-
tracting a margin (3 ms) from a timing obtained by adding
a reception timing of the data frame (reference data
frame) whose ID is 0x200 indicated by the reception tim-
ing information stored in the reception timing holding por-
tion 156 and the reception interval (25 ms) from the data
frame whose ID is 0x200 indicated by the rule information
to a value obtained by adding a margin to the timing. If
the reception timing of the data frame (target data frame)
whose ID is 0x100 does not fall within the range based
on the reception timing of the reference data frame, the
misuse detection ECU 100 determines that the target
data frame is unauthorized, and ends the process corre-
sponding to the reception of one data frame (step S1106).
[0092] If, in step S1105, the reception timing of the tar-
get data frame whose ID is 0x100 falls within the range
determined by the specified reception interval and the
margins on the basis of the reception timing of the refer-
ence data frame, the misuse detection ECU 100 deter-
mines that the target data frame is authorized. That is, if
the target data frame complies with the misuse detection
rule specifying an appropriate range of a reception inter-
val, the misuse detection ECU 100 determines that the
target data frame is authorized, and if not, the misuse
detection ECU 100 determines that the target data frame
is unauthorized. The misuse detection ECU 100 then re-
fers to the timer holding portion 155, updates the recep-
tion timing information indicating the reception timing of
a data frame whose ID is 0x100 stored in the reception
timing holding portion 156 such that the reception timing
information indicates the current timing (step S1107), and
ends the process corresponding to the reception of one
data frame.
[0093] Although an example in which misuse detection
is performed on a data frame whose ID is 0x100 is mainly
illustrated in Fig. 10, the misuse detection ECU 100 can
perform misuse detection on a data frame having another
ID as the misuse detection process. The reception timing
information indicating the reception timing of a data frame
whose ID is 0x100 updated in step S1107, for example,
can be used as a reference for misuse detection other
than that in the example illustrated in Fig. 10 (e.g., a check

relating to a reception interval between data frames
whose IDs are 0x100 or a check of data frames having
other IDs).
[0094] The misuse detection process performed by the
misuse detection ECU 100 thus includes a reception step
(step S1101) of receiving a data frame transmitted
through the buses 300. The misuse detection process
also includes a detection step (e.g., steps S1102, S1105,
S1106, and the like) of performing, as misuse detection
for a target data frame, which is a data frame having a
first identifier (e.g., the ID of 0x100), evaluation (a deter-
mination whether the target data frame is unauthorized
or the like) in accordance with a reception timing of a
reference data frame, which is a data frame having a
second identifier (e.g., the ID of 0x200) different from the
first identifier, and a reception timing of the target data
frame on the basis of a certain rule (that is, the misuse
detection rule indicated by the rule information) specify-
ing a reception interval between the reference data frame
and the target data frame.

[1.11 Effects Produced by First Embodiment]

[0095] In the vehicle network system 10 according to
the first embodiment, the misuse detection ECU 100 per-
forms evaluation relating to misuse of data frame (a de-
termination whether a data frame is unauthorized or the
like) on the basis of a reception interval between a data
frame subjected to the evaluation and a data frame hav-
ing an ID (message ID) different from the foregoing data
frame.
[0096] As a result, transmission of an unauthorized da-
ta frame performed by an attacker (an unauthorized ECU
that accesses the buses 300 or the like) can be detected.
[0097] When evaluation relating to misuse of a data
frame is performed on the basis of reception intervals
between authorized data frames whose IDs are 0x100
periodically transmitted by the automatic parking ECU
200a (reception intervals between data frames having
the same ID), for example, an authorized data frame can
be determined to be unauthorized as a result of trans-
mission of an unauthorized data frame whose ID is 0x100
performed by an attacker. This is because, for example,
if a plurality of data frames are received in a time frame
(a range based on the reception interval) in which data
frames are determined to be authorized and one of the
plurality of data frames is an unauthorized data frame
transmitted by an attacker, the data frame transmitted by
the attacker can serve as a reference for evaluation
based on a next reception interval.
[0098] On the other hand, because, in the vehicle net-
work system 10, evaluation relating to misuse of a data
frame whose ID is 0x100 is performed on the basis of a
reception interval from a data frame (reference data
frame) whose ID is 0x200, a possibility of determining an
authorized data frame to be unauthorized is reduced. For
example, it is effective to use a data frame unlikely to be
a target of a malicious attack as a reference data frame
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that serves as a reference for a reception interval. In ad-
dition, when a plurality of misuse detection rules are pro-
vided and comprehensive evaluation (a determination
whether data frames are unauthorized or the like) is per-
formed on the basis of reception intervals between a plu-
rality of reference data frames and target data frames in
order to perform evaluation relating to misuse of target
data frames having a certain ID, the evaluation relating
to misuse of the target data frames can be performed
more accurately.

(Second Embodiment)

[0099] A vehicle network system 11 obtained by par-
tially modifying the vehicle network system 10 described
in the first embodiment will be described hereinafter.
[0100] The vehicle network system 11 according to the
present embodiment uses a misuse detection method in
which a data frame that serves as a reference for a re-
ception interval for a data frame subjected to misuse de-
tection is switched. First, a determination whether a data
frame is unauthorized is made on the basis of a reception
interval between data frames having the same ID, and if
it is determined that the data frame is unauthorized, an-
other determination whether the data frame is unauthor-
ized is made on the basis of a reception interval based
on a data frame having another ID with which misuse
has not been detected.

[2.1 Overall Configuration of Vehicle Network System 11]

[0101] Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating the overall con-
figuration of the vehicle network system 11 according to
the present embodiment.
[0102] As illustrated in Fig. 11, the vehicle network sys-
tem 11 is configured by including buses 300 and various
nodes connected to the buses 300 including a misuse
detection ECU 2100 and ECUs connected to the various
devices, such as an ECU (automatic parking ECU) 200a,
an ECU (power steering ECU) 200b, an ECU (gear ECU)
200c, and an ECU (vehicle speed ECU) 2200d. In the
present embodiment, components having the same func-
tions as in the first embodiment are given the same ref-
erence numerals, and description thereof is omitted. In
addition, the vehicle network system 11 is the same as
the vehicle network system 10 unless otherwise specified
in the present embodiment.
[0103] The vehicle speed ECU 2200d is connected to
the buses 300 and to a vehicle speed sensor 2250. The
vehicle speed ECU 2200d has the same configuration
as the automatic parking ECU 200a (refer to Fig. 7). An
external device input/output portion 254 of the vehicle
speed ECU 2200d, however, instructs, on the basis of a
signal transmitted from the vehicle speed sensor 2250,
a frame generation portion 253 to generate a data frame
indicating a current speed of the vehicle. As a result, the
vehicle speed ECU 2200d periodically transmits data
frames indicating the current speed of the vehicle to the

buses 300.
[0104] The misuse detection ECU 2100 is a kind of
ECU connected to the buses 300 and has a function of
performing a misuse detection process in which data
frames flowing through the buses 300 are monitored and
whether an unauthorized frame is flowing is determined.

[2.2 Configuration of Misuse Detection ECU 2100]

[0105] Fig. 12 is a configuration diagram of the misuse
detection ECU 2100. The misuse detection ECU 2100 is
configured by including a transceiver section 130, a con-
troller section 140, and a microcontroller section 2150.
Components having the same functions as in the first
embodiment are given the same reference numerals, and
description thereof is omitted.
[0106] The microcontroller section 2150 is a semicon-
ductor integrated circuit that includes a processor which
executes a program and a memory and that communi-
cates signals with the controller section 140. The micro-
controller section 2150 includes a controller communica-
tion portion 151, a frame generation portion 153, a misuse
detection process portion 2152, a rule holding portion
2154, a timer holding portion 155, and a reception state
holding portion 2156 as components achieved by the
processor that executes a program, the memory, and the
like.
[0107] The controller communication portion 151
transmits a data frame received from the controller sec-
tion 140 to the misuse detection process portion 2152.
[0108] The misuse detection process portion 2152 per-
forms the misuse detection process on a data frame
transmitted from the controller communication portion
151. The misuse detection process portion 2152 deter-
mines, in the misuse detection process, whether a cur-
rently received data frame is unauthorized by referring
to rule information indicating a misuse detection rule
stored in the rule holding portion 2154, information re-
garding a current timing stored in the timer holding portion
155, and reception state information indicating past re-
ception states of data frames and the like stored in the
reception state holding portion 2156.
[0109] If an ID (message ID) of a data frame that is
being received is specified as a target of the misuse de-
tection rule in the rule information stored in the rule hold-
ing portion 154, the misuse detection process portion
2152 checks, as the misuse detection process, whether
its reception timing falls within a range determined by a
reception interval from a reception timing of another data
frame that serves as a reference for the reception interval
and margins. If the reception timing of the received data
frame falls within the range based on the reception inter-
val and the margins indicated by the rule information, the
received data frame is authorized, and if not, the received
data frame is unauthorized. The range is an appropriate
time frame relating to reception and will be referred to as
a reception appropriate time frame. It is to be noted that
if it is determined that a received data frame is unauthor-
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ized, the misuse detection process portion 2152 can
transmit information regarding the unauthorized data
frame to the frame generation portion 153 in order to
notify the ECUs of occurrence of misuse. If detecting an
unauthorized data frame, the misuse detection process
portion 2152 may count and record an accumulated
number of times of detection of misuse for each of IDs
of data frames and use the record for a comprehensive
determination of misuse for each of the IDs of data
frames. Alternatively, the misuse detection process por-
tion 2152 may record log information regarding unauthor-
ized data frames (e.g., IDs and other pieces of informa-
tion regarding the unauthorized data frames, reception
times, and the like) in a recording medium (storage me-
dium) or perform control for reporting misuse (display,
transmission of information to a server apparatus located
outside the vehicle, or the like).
[0110] The rule holding portion 2154 holds the rule in-
formation (refer to Fig. 13) indicating the misuse detec-
tion rule, which is a rule about a communication interval
(reception interval) between data frames to be referred
to by the misuse detection process portion 2152. The
misuse detection process portion 2152 identifies a re-
ception appropriate time frame on the basis of the misuse
detection rule and determines whether a data frame sub-
jected to misuse detection is unauthorized on the basis
of whether the data frame falls within the reception ap-
propriate time frame. The misuse detection process por-
tion 2152 identifies the reception appropriate time frame
by referring to the reception state information stored in
the reception state holding portion 2156.
[0111] The reception state holding portion 2156 holds
the reception state information (refer to Fig. 14). That is,
the reception state holding portion 2156 holds a reception
timing of a data frame received in the past for each of
the IDs of data frames. In addition, for the misuse detec-
tion process, the reception state holding portion 2156
refers to the timer holding portion 155 to obtain the current
timing for a timing at which a data frame (a data frame
received in a reception appropriate time frame) that sat-
isfies the misuse detection rule relating to a reception
interval stored in the rule holding portion 2154 has been
received and temporarily holds the timing as a next re-
ception timing candidate. In addition, the reception state
holding portion 2156 holds a misuse occurrence state
indicating whether misuse has occurred for each of the
IDs of data frames. If a next reception timing candidate
is set to a state in which there is no candidate each time
an end of a reception appropriate time frame comes, and
if a plurality of data frames are received in a reception
appropriate time frame for which a timing value has al-
ready been held as a next reception timing candidate,
for example, it can be determined that misuse has oc-
curred, and the misuse occurrence state can be updated.
In addition, the reception state holding portion 2156 holds
information regarding a previous reception interval from
a reference data frame for each of IDs of reference data
frames. The reception state information held by the re-

ception state holding portion 2156 is referred to or up-
dated by the misuse detection process portion 2152 and
used in a determination whether a currently received data
frame is unauthorized.

[2.3 Misuse Detection Rule]

[0112] Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the rule information indicating the misuse detection rule
held by the rule holding portion 2154. In the example
illustrated in the figure, reception intervals and margins
specified for combinations of data frames each having
one of a plurality of IDs are illustrated whereas the rule
information illustrated in Fig. 5 in the first embodiment
indicates only a single reception interval.
[0113] The rule information illustrated in Fig. 13 indi-
cates that, for example, a reception interval between a
data frame whose ID is 0x100 and another data frame
whose ID is 0x100 is 50 ms, that is, a reception interval
between data frames having the same ID is 50 ms. In
the case of data frames whose IDs are 0x100, a reception
appropriate time frame extends from 47 ms, which is ob-
tained by adding the reception interval (50 ms) to a re-
ception timing of a previous data frame and subtracting
a value of a margin, to 53 ms, which is obtained by adding
the value of the margin. If a data frame is received in the
reception appropriate time frame, the received data
frame is basically determined to be authorized. If a plu-
rality of data frames are received in the reception appro-
priate time frame, however, it is determined that an un-
authorized data frame has been transmitted.
[0114] In addition, the rule information illustrated in Fig.
13 indicates that when data frames whose IDs are 0x100
are subjected to misuse detection (target data frames),
a reception interval taken until a target data frame is re-
ceived after a reference data frame, which is a data frame
whose ID is 0x200, is received is 25 ms. Similarly, a re-
ception appropriate time frame for a target data frame
whose ID is 0x100 is 22 ms to 28 ms after a reference
data frame, whose ID is 0x200, is received.
[0115] In addition, in the rule information illustrated in
Fig. 13, "+2" indicates that when data frames whose IDs
are 0x100 are subjected to misuse detection (target data
frames), a reception interval taken until a target data
frame is received after a reference data frame, which is
a data frame whose ID is 0x300, is received increases
by 2 ms from a previous reception interval. That is, the
reception interval changes in each reception operation,
and, in this example, a result obtained by adding 2 ms
to a previous reception interval is determined as a current
reception interval. If an interval taken until a data frame
whose ID is 0x100 is received after a data frame whose
ID is 0x300 is received is 10 ms, for example, a reception
appropriate time frame for a next data frame whose ID
is 0x100 is calculated as 9 ms to 15 ms, which is obtained
by including margins of 63 ms in 12 ms, which is obtained
by adding 2 ms to 10 ms, after a reception timing of a
data frame whose ID is 0x300. If the obtained range of
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the reception interval of 9 ms to 15 ms becomes smaller
than 0 or larger than an interval specified for two refer-
ence data frames (48 ms in the case of data frames
whose IDs are 0x300), the range of the reception interval
is normalized in such a way as to fall within a range of 0
to the specified reception interval. As a result of the nor-
malization, the range of the reception interval is adjusted
in such a way as to serve as a reception interval for a
reference data frame received immediately before a data
frame whose ID is 0x100. If a reception interval is to be
checked with a data frame whose ID is 0x300 determined
as a reference data frame in order to perform misuse
detection on a data frame whose ID is 0x100, and if a
previous reception interval is 47 ms, for example, a cur-
rent reception interval is 49 ms, which is obtained by add-
ing 2 ms to 47 ms. This value, however, undesirably ex-
ceeds 48 ms, which is an interval between data frames
whose IDs are 0x300. The current reception interval,
therefore, is 1 ms, which is obtained by subtracting 48
from 49. Since the margins of 63 are allowed, a resultant
reception appropriate time frame is 0 to 4 ms and 46 ms
to 48 ms after a reception timing of a data frame of 0x300.
[0116] The rule information similarly specifies recep-
tion intervals and margins used for misuse detection at
a time when data frames whose IDs are 0x200 or data
frames whose IDs are 0x300 are a target of the misuse
detection.

[2.4 Reception State Information]

[0117] Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the reception state information stored in the reception
state holding portion 2156. In the reception state infor-
mation, a reception timing of a data frame received by
the misuse detection ECU 2100 in the past and the like
are recorded for each of the IDs of data frames.
[0118] The example illustrated in Fig. 14 indicates that
a previous reception timing of a data frame whose ID is
0x100 is 151 ms, a next reception timing candidate is
201 ms, and misuse has occurred because, for example,
a plurality of data frames have been received in a recep-
tion appropriate time frame (that is, the misuse occur-
rence state is "misused"). In addition, the example illus-
trated in Fig. 14 indicates that, as previous reception in-
tervals, a reception interval between data frames whose
IDs are 0x100 has been 51 ms, a reception interval be-
tween a data frame whose ID is 0x200 and a data frame
whose ID is 0x100 has been 25 ms, and a reception in-
terval between a data frame whose ID is 0x300 and a
data frame whose ID is 0x100 has been 10 ms.
[0119] Similarly, reception timings, next reception tim-
ing candidates, misuse occurrence states, and previous
reception intervals are held for data frames whose IDs
are 0x200 and data frames whose IDs are 0x300. When
the next reception timing candidate is "none", a data
frame having an applicable ID has not yet been received
in a reception appropriate time frame. In addition, after
a reception appropriate time frame ends, the misuse de-

tection process portion 2152 updates a reception timing
using a value of the next reception timing candidate in
the reception state information and then updates the next
reception timing candidate to "none".

[2.5 Example of Data Frame]

[0120] Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating an example of
an ID (message ID) and a data field (data) of a data frame
transmitted by the vehicle speed ECU 2200d.
[0121] As illustrated in the figure, the message ID of
the data frame transmitted by the vehicle speed ECU
2200d is "0x300", and a DLC is "1" (one byte). The data
field includes a value indicating vehicle speed, and the
example illustrated in Fig. 15 indicates that the vehicle
speed is 16 (0x10) km/h.

[2.6 Example of Misuse Detection Operation Performed 
by Misuse Detection ECU 2100 on Data Frames]

[0122] Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating an example in
which the misuse detection ECU 2100 receives data
frames sequentially appearing on the buses 300 and per-
forms misuse detection.
[0123] In Fig. 16, a situation is illustrated in which data
frames F11, F13, F16, and F19 whose IDs are 0x100
periodically transmitted by the automatic parking ECU
200a and data frames F12, F15, and F18 whose IDs are
0x200 periodically transmitted by the gear ECU 200c se-
quentially appear on the buses 300. In addition, in Fig.
16, an attacker (unauthorized ECU) that can access the
buses 300 periodically transmits unauthorized data
frames F14, F17, and F20 whose IDs are 0x100 to the
buses 300 in order to improperly control the handle 220.
In this example, the misuse detection ECU 2100 per-
forms evaluation relating to misuse on the data frames
whose IDs are 0x100 (more specifically, determinations
whether the data frames are unauthorized) as misuse
detection (check). Fig. 16 illustrates an example in which,
when performing evaluation relating to misuse on the da-
ta frames whose IDs are 0x100, the misuse detection
ECU 2100 switches, in accordance with a condition of
occurrence of misuse (misuse occurrence state), a data
frame that serves as a reference for a reception interval
to a data frame having an ID with which misuse has not
occurred. Although not illustrated in Fig. 16, the misuse
detection ECU 2100 can perform misuse detection (eval-
uation relating to misuse) on the data frames whose IDs
are not 0x100. It is assumed that, in the reception state
information held by the reception state holding portion
2156, the misuse occurrence state corresponding to
each ID is "none" at a beginning.
[0124] First, when misuse has not occurred (that is,
when the misuse occurrence state of each ID is "none"
in the reception state information), the misuse detection
ECU 2100 detects misuse of the data frames whose IDs
are 0x100, which are subjected to the misuse detection,
on the basis of a reception interval based on a reception
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timing of a data frame having the same ID as the targets
(0x100). It is to be noted that, in this example, the order
of selection of an ID of a data frame that serves as a
reference data frame is 0x100, 0x200, and 0x300.
[0125] The misuse detection ECU 2100 holds a timing
at which the data frame F11, whose ID is 0x100, has
been received as a reception timing in the reception state
information.
[0126] Next, the misuse detection ECU 2100 receives
the second data frame F13 whose ID is 0x100 transmitted
from the automatic parking ECU 200a. The misuse de-
tection ECU 2100 identifies, on the basis of the misuse
detection rule (refer to Fig. 13) indicated by the rule in-
formation, a range of 47 ms to 53 ms after the timing at
which the data frame F11, whose ID is 0x100, has been
received as a reception appropriate time frame T11. Be-
cause a reception timing of the data frame F13 falls within
the reception appropriate time frame T11, the misuse
detection ECU 2100 determines that the data frame F13
is authorized (not unauthorized).
[0127] At this time, the third data frame F14 whose ID
is 0x100 is transmitted by the attacker. Because a recep-
tion timing of the data frame F14 falls within the reception
appropriate time frame T11, the data frame F14 can be
regarded as authorized. Since the data frame F13 having
the same ID, namely 0x100, has already been received
within the reception appropriate time frame T11, howev-
er, either the data frame F13 or the data frame F14 is
unauthorized. The misuse detection ECU 2100, there-
fore, determines that misuse has occurred with data
frames having the ID of 0x100, and updates the misuse
occurrence state of the data frame whose ID is 0x100 to
"misused" in the reception state information held by the
reception state holding portion 2156. Thereafter, the mis-
use detection ECU 2100 selects data frames whose IDs
are 0x200, which follow data frames whose IDs are 0x100
in the order of selection, instead of the data frames whose
IDs are 0x100. As a result, reception appropriate time
frames are no longer determined on the basis of data
frames having the ID of 0x100, which might be misused,
and a possibility of erroneously detecting a data frame
as an unauthorized data frame is reduced.
[0128] The misuse detection ECU 2100 holds a timing
at which the data frame F15, whose ID is 0x200, has
been received as a reception timing in the reception state
information.
[0129] Next, the misuse detection ECU 2100 receives
the fourth data frame F16 whose ID is 0x100 transmitted
from the automatic parking ECU 200a. The misuse de-
tection ECU 2100 identifies, on the basis of the misuse
detection rule (refer to Fig. 13), a range of 22 ms to 28
ms after the timing at which the data frame F15, whose
ID is 0x200, has been received as a reception appropriate
time frame T12. Because a reception timing of the data
frame F16 falls within the reception appropriate time
frame T12, the misuse detection ECU 2100 determines
that the data frame F16 is authorized.
[0130] Next, the misuse detection ECU 2100 receives

the fifth data frame F17 whose ID is 0x100 transmitted
from the attacker. Because a reception timing of the data
frame F17 falls outside the reception appropriate time
frame T12, the misuse detection ECU 2100 determines
that the data frame F17 is unauthorized.
[0131] The misuse detection ECU 2100 then similarly
identifies a reception appropriate time frame T13 on the
basis of a reception timing of the data frame F18, whose
ID is 0x200, and determines that the data frame F19,
which has been transmitted from the automatic parking
ECU 200a, received in the reception appropriate time
frame T13 is authorized and that the data frame F20,
which has been transmitted from the attacker, that has
not been received in the reception appropriate time frame
T13 is unauthorized.

[2.7 Second Example of Misuse Detection Operation Per-
formed by Misuse Detection ECU 2100 on Data Frames]

[0132] Fig. 17 is a diagram illustrating another example
in which the misuse detection ECU 2100 receives data
frames sequentially appearing on the buses 300 and per-
forms misuse detection.
[0133] In Fig. 17, a situation is illustrated in which data
frames F21, F26, F31, and F36 whose IDs are 0x100
periodically transmitted by the automatic parking ECU
200a, data frames F24, F29, and F34 whose IDs are
0x200 periodically transmitted by the gear ECU 200c,
and data frames F23, F28, F32, and F37 whose IDs are
0x300 periodically transmitted by the vehicle speed ECU
2200d sequentially appear on the buses 300. In addition,
in Fig. 17, a situation is illustrated in which an attacker
(unauthorized ECU) that can access the buses 300 pe-
riodically transmits unauthorized data frames F22, F27,
F33, and F38 whose IDs are 0x100 and unauthorized
data frames F25, F30, and F35 whose IDs are 0x200 to
the buses 300 in order to improperly control the handle
220 and the like. In this example, the misuse detection
ECU 2100 performs evaluation relating to misuse on the
data frames whose IDs are 0x100 (more specifically, de-
terminations whether the data frames are unauthorized)
as misuse detection. Fig. 17 illustrates an example in
which, when performing evaluation relating to misuse of
the data frames whose IDs are 0x100, the misuse detec-
tion ECU 2100 switches, in accordance with a condition
of occurrence of misuse, a data frame that serves as a
reference for a reception interval to a data frame having
an ID with which misuse has not occurred. Although not
illustrated in Fig. 17, the misuse detection ECU 2100 can
perform misuse detection on the data frames whose IDs
are not 0x100.
[0134] It is assumed that, in the reception state infor-
mation held by the reception state holding portion 2156,
the misuse occurrence state corresponding to each ID
is "none" at a beginning.
[0135] After receiving the first and second data frames
F21 and F22 whose IDs are 0x100, the misuse detection
ECU 2100 determines that misuse has occurred with the
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data frames whose IDs are 0x100 since a plurality of data
frames has been received in a reception appropriate time
frame, and updates the misuse occurrence state of the
data frame whose ID is 0x100 to "misused" in the recep-
tion state information held by the reception state holding
portion 2156. As a result, data frames whose IDs are
0x100 will no longer be used as data frames that serve
as references for determining reception appropriate time
frames relating to reception intervals. In this example,
the order of selection of an ID of a data frame that serves
as a reference is 0x100, 0x200, and 0x300. Furthermore,
after receiving the first and second data frames F24 and
F25 whose IDs are 0x200, the misuse detection ECU
2100 determines that misuse has occurred with the data
frames whose IDs are 0x200 since a plurality of data
frames has been received in a reception appropriate time
frame, and updates the misuse occurrence state of the
data frame whose ID is 0x200 to "misused" in the recep-
tion state information held by the reception state holding
portion 2156. As a result, data frames whose IDs are
0x200 will no longer be used as data frames that serve
as references for determining reception appropriate time
frames relating to reception intervals, and data frames
whose IDs are 0x300 are selected as references.
[0136] The misuse detection ECU 2100 identifies a re-
ception appropriate time frame T21 on the basis of a re-
ception timing of the data frame F23, whose ID is 0x300,
and determines whether the third data frame F26 whose
ID is 0x100 is unauthorized on the basis of whether the
data frame F26 has been received in the reception ap-
propriate time frame T21. Because the data frame F26
has been received in the reception appropriate time
frame T21, the data frame F26 is determined to be au-
thorized.
[0137] The misuse detection ECU 2100 then similarly
identifies a reception appropriate time frame T22 on the
basis of a reception timing of the data frame F28, whose
ID is 0x300, and determines that the data frame F31,
whose ID is 0x100, received in the reception appropriate
time frame T22 is authorized and that the data frame F33
that has not been received in the reception appropriate
time frame T22 is unauthorized. In addition, the misuse
detection ECU 2100 identifies a reception appropriate
time frame T23 on the basis of a reception timing of the
data frame F32, whose ID is 0x300, and determines that
the data frame F36, whose ID is 0x100, received in the
reception appropriate time frame T23 is authorized and
that the data frame F38 that has not been received in the
reception appropriate time frame T23 is unauthorized. It
is to be noted that reception intervals between the data
frames F23, F28, and F32, whose IDs are 0x300 and
which serve as references for identifying reception ap-
propriate time frames, and the data frames, whose IDs
are 0x100 and which are subjected to misuse detection,
change (increase by 2 ms from 36 ms) on the basis of
the misuse detection rule (refer to Fig. 13) each time a
data frame whose ID is 0x100 is received.

[2.8 Misuse Detection Process Performed by Misuse De-
tection ECU 2100]

[0138] A process performed by the misuse detection
ECU 2100 as a misuse detection process when receiving
a data frame will be described hereinafter with reference
to a flowchart of Fig. 18.
[0139] The misuse detection ECU 2100 receives a da-
ta frame from the buses 300 (step S2101).
[0140] The misuse detection ECU 2100 checks, on the
basis of the rule information (refer to Fig. 13) held by the
rule holding portion 2154, whether a misuse detection
rule relating to an ID of the received data frame is spec-
ified (step S2102). If a misuse detection rule relating to
the ID of the received data frame is not specified, the
misuse detection ECU 2100 ends the process corre-
sponding to the reception of one data frame.
[0141] If checking in step S2102 that a misuse detec-
tion rule relating to the ID of the received data frame is
specified, the misuse detection ECU 2100 updates a re-
ception timing and a next reception timing candidate in
the reception state information (refer to Fig. 14) (step
S2103). More specifically, in step S2103, the misuse de-
tection ECU 2100 sets a value of the next reception timing
candidate to the reception timing in the reception state
information (that is, updates the reception timing with the
value of the next reception timing candidate) and updates
the next reception timing candidate to "none" for, among
all IDs whose next reception timing candidates are not
"none" in the reception state information, an ID with which
the current timing obtained from the timer holding portion
155 indicates that an end of a reception appropriate time
frame corresponding to the ID has come. In addition, in
step S2103, if there is no ID for which the current timing
obtained from the timer holding portion 155 indicates that
an end of a reception appropriate time frame correspond-
ing to the ID has come among all the IDs whose next
reception timing candidates are not "none" in the recep-
tion state information, the misuse detection ECU 2100
does nothing.
[0142] After step S2103, the misuse detection ECU
2100 selects an ID with which misuse has not yet oc-
curred (an ID whose misuse occurrence state is "not mis-
used" in the reception state information) as an ID of a
data frame that serves as a reference for identifying a
reception appropriate time frame (step S2104). The se-
lection is performed, for example, on the basis of a se-
lection criterion (selection order or the like) indicating that
a smaller ID value of a data frame relating to the misuse
detection rule indicated by the rule information (refer to
Fig. 13) takes priority. In this case, IDs can be selected
in order of 0x100, 0x200, and 0x300.
[0143] The misuse detection ECU 2100 refers to the
reception state information held by the reception state
holding portion 2156 to obtain a reception timing of a data
frame having the selected ID. The misuse detection ECU
2100 then refers to the misuse detection rule indicated
by the rule information held by the rule holding portion
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2154 and identifies a reception appropriate time frame
through calculation according to a reception interval and
margins determined from the reception timing of the data
frame having the selected ID that serves as a reference
and the ID of the received data frame (step S2105).
[0144] Next, the misuse detection ECU 2100 deter-
mines whether the timing at which the data frame has
been received (that is, the current timing obtained from
the timer holding portion 155) falls within the reception
appropriate time frame. If the timing at which the data
frame has been received does not fall within the reception
appropriate time frame, the misuse detection ECU 2100
determines that the received data frame is unauthorized
(step S2107), updates a misuse occurrence state corre-
sponding to the ID of the data frame to "misused" in the
reception state information (step S2108), and ends the
process.
[0145] If determining in step S2106 that the timing at
which the data frame has been received falls within the
reception appropriate time frame, the misuse detection
ECU 2100 checks whether the next reception timing can-
didate corresponding to the ID of the received data frame
is "none" in the reception state information (step S2109).
If the next reception timing candidate is not "none", the
misuse detection ECU 2100 determines that the ID of
the received data frame is unauthorized (step S2107),
updates the misuse occurrence state corresponding to
the ID of the data frame to "misused" (step S2108), and
ends the process. When the next reception timing can-
didate is not "none", either the received data frame or a
data frame received immediately before the foregoing
data frame is unauthorized. It is to be noted that, in a
determination whether a data frame is unauthorized, oc-
currence of misuse of each data frame and occurrence
of misuse of one or more data frames having the same
ID may or may not be distinguished. In any case, how-
ever, the misuse detection ECU 2100 updates a misuse
occurrence state to "none" in the reception state infor-
mation and no longer uses data frames having the same
ID as the data frame relating to the misuse as references
for identifying reception appropriate time frames.
[0146] If checking in step S2109 that the next reception
timing candidate corresponding to the ID of the received
data frame is "none" in the reception state information,
the misuse detection ECU 2100 determines that the re-
ceived data frame is authorized, sets the current timing
to the next reception timing candidate corresponding to
the ID of the data frame in the reception state information
(step S2110), and ends the process. That is, in step
S2110, the misuse detection ECU 2100 updates the next
reception timing candidate with the current timing ob-
tained from the timer holding portion 155 and ends the
process corresponding to the reception of one data
frame.
[0147] The misuse detection process performed by the
misuse detection ECU 2100 thus includes a reception
step (step S2101) of receiving a data frame transmitted
through the buses 300. In addition, the misuse detection

process includes an initial detection step (e.g., steps
S2102 to S2106) of evaluating whether a data frame is
a target data frame, which is a data frame having a first
identifier (e.g., an ID of 0x100), in accordance with an
interval between reception timings of two target data
frames as misuse detection for a target data frame. In
this initial detection step, if, as misuse detection for a
target data frame, a reception timing of the target data
frame falls outside an appropriate time frame, which is
predetermined on the basis of a reception timing of a
target data frame that precedes the reception timing, or
if the reception timing of the target data frame falls within
the reception appropriate time frame and another target
data frame has been received in the reception appropri-
ate time frame, it is determined that the target data frame
is unauthorized (steps S2109, S2107, and S2108). The
misuse detection in the initial detection step is then
stopped after it is evaluated in the initial detection step
that the target data frame is unauthorized, and misuse
detection starts in a detection step in which a reference
for the reception appropriate time frame has been
switched. In the detection step, evaluation (a determina-
tion whether a data frame is unauthorized or the like) is
performed (e.g., steps S2102 to S2110 or the like) in
accordance with a reception timing of a reference data
frame, which is a data frame having a second identifier
(e.g., an ID of 0x200) different from the first identifier, and
a reception timing of a target data frame on the basis of
a certain rule (that is, a misuse detection rule indicated
by rule information) specifying a reception interval be-
tween the reference data frame and the target data frame.
In addition, the misuse detection process includes a ref-
erence detection step (e.g., step S2106, S2109, or the
like) of performing misuse detection on the reference da-
ta frame. In the misuse detection process, if it is detected
in the reference detection step that the reference data
frame is unauthorized, the misuse detection in the de-
tection step is stopped, and misuse detection starts in a
subsequent detection step. In the subsequent detection
step, as the misuse detection for the target data frame,
evaluation is performed (e.g., steps S2102 to S2107 or
the like) in accordance with a reception timing of another
reference data frame, which is a data frame having a
third identifier (e.g., an ID of 0x300) different from the
first identifier or the second identifier, and the reception
timing of the target data frame on the basis of a rule (mis-
use detection rule) specifying a reception interval be-
tween the other reference data frame and the target data
frame. In addition, the misuse detection process can in-
clude a recording step of recording a result of the eval-
uation in the detection step in a storage medium.

[2.9 Effects Produced by Second Embodiment]

[0148] In the vehicle network system 11 according to
the second embodiment, the misuse detection ECU 2100
performs evaluation relating to misuse of a data frame
(a determination whether a data frame is unauthorized
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or the like) on the basis of a reception interval between
the data frame subjected to the evaluation and a data
frame that serves as a reference and with which occur-
rence of misuse has not yet been detected. After misuse
occurs with the data frame that serves as a reference,
another frame is selected and used as a reference. That
is, the misuse detection ECU 2100 makes a determina-
tion relating to misuse of a data frame or the like on the
basis of a reception interval between a data frame with
which misuse has not occurred and a data frame sub-
jected to the misuse detection.
[0149] As a result, transmission of an unauthorized da-
ta frame performed by an attacker (an unauthorized ECU
that accesses the buses 300 or the like) can be detected,
and a possibility of determining an authorized data frame
to be unauthorized is reduced.

(Other Embodiments)

[0150] The first and second embodiments have been
described above as examples of the techniques accord-
ing to the present disclosure. The techniques according
to the present disclosure, however, are not limited to
these and may be applied to embodiments obtained by
appropriately making modifications, replacement, addi-
tion, omission, or the like to the first and second embod-
iments. For example, the following modifications are also
included in embodiments of the present disclosure.

(1) Although the misuse detection process portions
152 and 2152 have been described as components
of the misuse detection ECUs 100 and 2100, respec-
tively, in the above embodiments, the misuse detec-
tion process portions 152 and 2152 may be compo-
nents of other ECUs, instead. Any ECU may perform
misuse detection (evaluation relating to misuse or
the like) on a data frame.
(2) Although a data frame according to the CAN pro-
tocol is described in the standard ID format in the
above embodiments, an extended ID format may be
used, instead. In the case of the extended ID format,
an ID of a data frame is indicated by a total of 29 bits
including a base ID at an ID position in the standard
ID format and an extended ID.
(3) The misuse detection ECU 100 or 2100 in the
above embodiments may perform misuse detection
on a data frame after reception of the data frame is
completed or while the data frame is being received
(more specifically, at an arbitrary point of time after
an ID field is received).
(4) Although the misuse detection ECU 100 or 2100
holds a reception timing of a data frame and checks
that a reception interval with margins has ended on
the basis of the reception timing in the above em-
bodiments, the misuse detection ECUs 100 and
2100 need not necessarily hold a reception timing
of a data frame. For example, the misuse detection
ECU 100 or 2100 may check that a reception interval

has ended by setting the reception interval to a count-
down timer when a data frame is received, instead.
(5) Although the misuse detection ECU 100 or 2100
notifies the other ECUs of occurrence of misuse,
count and record an accumulated number of times
of detection of misuse, record log information, or re-
port misuse, for example, if it is detected that a data
frame is unauthorized in the above embodiments,
any other type of processing may be performed, in-
stead. For example, if it is detected that a data frame
is unauthorized while the data frame is being re-
ceived, the misuse detection ECU 100 or 2100 may
transmit an error frame to the buses 300 in order to
invalidate the unauthorized data frame and prevent
the ECUs from processing the unauthorized data
frame as usual.
(6) Although an example in which a determination
whether a data frame is unauthorized (that is, an
alternative determination) is made as evaluation re-
lating to misuse for the data frame subjected to mis-
use detection has been described in the above em-
bodiments, the evaluation relating to misuse is not
limited to a determination. For example, evaluation
in which a likelihood (e.g., probability) of misuse is
calculated may be performed, instead. The calcula-
tion of the likelihood that a data frame is unauthorized
can be achieved, for example, by the following meth-
od. Whereas data frames (or IDs of the data frames)
that serve as references for calculating reception ap-
propriate time frames are sequentially selected in
the misuse detection process in the second embod-
iment, reception appropriate time frames in this case
are not selected but obtained using data frames of
all IDs included in the misuse detection rule (refer to
Fig. 13). A reception timing of a data frame subjected
to misuse detection is then compared with a recep-
tion appropriate time frame group, which is obtained
by overlapping all the reception appropriate time
frames. The misuse detection ECU can evaluate that
the likelihood of misuse is low when the reception
timing of the data frame subjected to misuse detec-
tion is a time at which a degree of overlap between
the reception appropriate time frames in the recep-
tion appropriate time frame group is high and that
the likelihood of misuse is high when the reception
timing of the data frame subjected to misuse detec-
tion is a time at which the degree of overlap is low
or a time outside any of the reception appropriate
time frames. This evaluation, for example, is evalu-
ation in which the likelihood of misuse is calculated
through a certain calculation based on the misuse
detection rule (refer to Fig. 13) as a group of rules
specifying reception intervals between data frames
of a plurality of IDs and a data frame subjected to
misuse detection, reception timings of the data
frames, and the reception timing of the data frame
subjected to the misuse detection. The content of
the certain calculation for calculating the likelihood
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of misuse can be arbitrarily determined. It is to be
noted that an alternative determination whether a
data frame is unauthorized may be made by com-
paring the likelihood of misuse with a threshold. Al-
ternatively, a determination whether a data frame is
unauthorized may be made while obtaining recep-
tion appropriate time frames using data frames of
the plurality of IDs included in the misuse detection
rule (refer to Fig. 13) as references, and whether the
data frame subjected to misuse detection is unau-
thorized may be eventually determined by a majority
vote, for example, by accumulating results of evalu-
ation whether a reception timing of the data frame
subjected to the misuse detection is included in the
reception appropriate time frames (that is, results of
evaluation whether the data frame is unauthorized).
It is to be noted that, in addition to the majority vote,
for example, the data frame subjected to the misuse
detection may be determined to be unauthorized if
the reception timing of the data frame is not included
in any of the plurality of reception appropriate time
frames.
(7) Although an example in which data frames (that
is, IDs of the data frames) that serve as references
for identifying reception appropriate time frames are
selected in ascending order of an ID value in the
misuse detection process has been described in the
above embodiments, the order may be determined
by another method, instead. For example, IDs with
which misuse has not occurred may be selected in
descending order of the ID value. Alternatively, data
frames may be selected while adding a condition that
the ID value be larger or smaller than an ID of a data
frame subjected to misuse detection. Alternatively,
data frames whose ID values are closer to an ID
value of a data frame subjected to misuse detection
may be selected first. Alternatively, data frames
whose reception intervals specified as reference da-
ta frames are closer to a reception interval between
data frames subjected to misuse detection may be
selected first.
(8) Although an example in which data frames (that
is, IDs of the data frames) that serve as references
for identifying reception appropriate time frames are
selected in descending order of an ID value in the
misuse detection process has been described in the
above embodiments, the order need not be deter-
mined, instead. For example, IDs may be randomly
selected, or a selected ID may be regularly changed
(e.g, changed to a randomly selected ID). Alterna-
tively, an ID to be selected may be switched in ac-
cordance with a current state of a vehicle (a vehicle
on which the ECUs are mounted). That is, after a
state of the vehicle changes, an ID to be selected
may be switched on the basis of a selection criterion
in which an ID of a data frame to be selected for each
state of the vehicle is predetermined. The state of
the vehicle can be a stationary state, a running state,

or the like. Various states identified with the sensors
and the devices mounted on the vehicle can be used
as states of the vehicle. For example, a state in which
an ignition key is inserted into an ignition key cylinder,
a state in which an engine has started, a gear position
state (e.g., parking, neutral, first gear, second gear,
or the like), a state of a network load upon the buses
300 or the like, and the like can be used as the states
of the vehicle. In addition, the state of the vehicle
can be identified on the basis of a change in the
content of a data frame flowing through the buses
300, the necessity of misuse detection, or the like.
(9) In the above embodiments, an example has been
described in which a reception timing of a data frame
received first among data frames received in a re-
ception appropriate time frame is stored as a next
reception timing candidate included in the reception
state information held by the reception state holding
portion 2156 and a value of the next reception timing
candidate is set to a reception timing in the reception
state information after the reception appropriate time
frame ends. This, however, is just an example. As a
reception timing included in the reception state in-
formation that serves as a reference for a next re-
ception appropriate time frame, for example, a re-
ception timing of a data frame received last among
data frames received in a reception appropriate time
frame may be set, or a reception timing of a data
frame received at a timing closest to when a recep-
tion interval indicated by the misuse detection rule
ends may be set. It is to be noted that although a
misuse occurrence state included in the reception
state information becomes "misused" if a plurality of
data frames are received in a reception appropriate
time frame in the above embodiments, the misuse
occurrence state may become "misused" only if a
predetermined number of data frames or more are
received in a reception appropriate time frame.
(10) Although an example in which a misuse occur-
rence state included in the reception state informa-
tion held by the reception state holding portion 2156
does not change once set to "misused" has been
described in above embodiments, the misuse occur-
rence state may be changed to "not misused" under
a certain condition, instead. For example, the misuse
occurrence state may be changed to "not misused"
if it is checked a certain number of times that only
one data frame having an applicable ID has been
received in a reception appropriate time frame, or
the misuse occurrence state may be regularly reset
to "not misused".
(11) Although the misuse detection rule indicated by
the rule information held by the rule holding portion
154 or 2154 includes rules relating to reception in-
tervals for a plurality of IDs in the above embodi-
ments, rules relating to reception intervals need not
be specified for all IDs that can be used for data
frames communicated through the buses 300. In ad-
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dition, the misuse detection rule may include, for data
frames of all IDs or some IDs, rules (e.g., restriction
of data length, the content of a data field, or the like)
that serve as references for evaluation relating to
misuse of a data frame (a determination whether a
data frame is unauthorized or the like) as well as the
rules relating to reception intervals.
(12) In the above embodiments, an example has
been described in which a misuse occurrence state
included in the reception state information held by
the reception state holding portion 2156 is changed
to "misused" if a plurality of data frames having an
applicable ID are received in a reception appropriate
time frame or if a data frame having an applicable
ID is received outside a reception appropriate time
frame. This is just an example, and, for example, a
misuse occurrence state of an applicable ID may be
changed to "misused" if it is detected that a data
frame that does not comply with a rule other than
that about a reception interval has been transmitted,
instead.
(13) Although the microcontroller section 150 or
2150 performs the misuse detection process in the
above embodiments, the controller section 140 may
perform the entirety or a part of the misuse detection
process, instead.
(14) Although a reception timing included in the re-
ception state information is not updated until a re-
ception appropriate time frame ends in order to de-
termine whether a data frame is authorized or not on
the basis of a reception interval in the above embod-
iments, the reception timing included in the reception
state information may be updated at a timing at which
a data frame has been received in a reception ap-
propriate time frame, instead. Alternatively, the re-
ception timing need not be updated each time a data
frame is received in a reception appropriate time
frame. For example, a reception appropriate time
frame may be calculated by holding a number of
times of reception and multiplying a reception inter-
val relating to the misuse detection rule indicated by
the rule information and the number of times of re-
ception, instead. At this time, the number of times of
reception may be reset and the reception timing at
this time may be updated at arbitrary timings.
(15) Although an example in which the microcontrol-
ler section 150 or the microcontroller section 2150
includes the rule holding portion 154 or 2154, the
timer holding portion 155, the reception timing hold-
ing portion 156, and the reception state holding por-
tion 2156 has been described in the above embod-
iments, the controller section 140 may include at
least one of the rule holding portion 154 or 2154, the
timer holding portion 155, the reception timing hold-
ing portion 156, and the reception state holding por-
tion 2156.
(16) Although a reception appropriate time frame ex-
tends from a value obtained by subtracting a margin

from a reception interval indicated by the rule infor-
mation held by the rule holding portion 2154 to a
value obtained by adding a margin to the reception
interval as a method for identifying a reception ap-
propriate time frame in the above embodiments, a
reception appropriate time frame is not limited to this.
For example, a reception appropriate time frame
may be the entirety of a time range that begins with
a value obtained by subtracting a margin from the
reception interval indicated by the rule information,
instead.
(17) In the above embodiments, a data frame flowing
through the buses 300 is used as a data frame that
serves as a reference for checking a reception inter-
val between the data frame and a data frame sub-
jected to misuse detection, the foregoing data frame
having an ID different from an ID of the data frame
subjected to misuse detection. The data frame that
serves as a reference may be a data frame for control
purposes or state notification purposes to be caused
to flow through the buses 300, or may be a dummy
data frame that has no purposes other than for mis-
use detection. Dummy data frames are periodically
transmitted by one of the ECUs and received by the
misuse detection ECU, and need not be received by
any ECU other than the misuse detection ECU. The
misuse detection ECU can perform misuse detection
while identifying a reception appropriate time frame
for a data frame having an ID subjected to misuse
detection using a reception timing of the dummy data
frame as a reference. Alternatively, the misuse de-
tection ECU may use a data frame having an ID dif-
ferent from an ID subjected to misuse detection as
a data frame that serves as a reference for the mis-
use detection, the data frame being transmitted by
an ECU that transmits a data frame having the ID
subjected to the misuse detection.
(18) Although the misuse detection ECUs and the
other ECUs in the above embodiments are, for ex-
ample, devices including digital circuits, analog cir-
cuits, communication circuits, and the like such as
processors and memories, the misuse detection EC-
Us and the other ECUs may include other hardware
components such as displays, keyboards, and mice,
instead. In addition, instead of achieving the func-
tions in a software manner with the processors that
execute control programs stored in the memories,
the functions may be achieved by dedicated hard-
ware (digital circuits or the like).
(19) Some or all of the components of each device
in the above embodiments may be configured by a
single system LSI (Large Scale Integration). The sys-
tem LSI is a super-multifunctional LSI fabricated by
integrating a plurality of components on a single chip
and is specifically a computer system configured by
including a microprocessor, a ROM, a RAM, and the
like. In the RAM, a computer program is recorded.
When the microprocessor operates in accordance
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with the computer program, the system LSI achieves
functions thereof. Alternatively, each of the compo-
nents configuring each device may be individually
achieved as a chip, or some or all of the components
may be achieved as a chip. Although a term system
LSI is used here, a term IC, LSI, super LSI, or ultra
LSI might be used depending on a degree of inte-
gration. In addition, a method for fabricating an inte-
grated circuit is not limited to LSI, and an integrated
circuit may be achieved by a dedicated circuit or a
multipurpose processor. An FPGA (Field Program-
mable Gate Array) capable of performing program-
ming or a reconfigurable processor capable of recon-
figuring connections and settings of circuit cells in-
side the LSI may be used after an LSI is fabricated.
Furthermore, if a technique for fabricating an inte-
grated circuit that replaces LSI appears as a result
of evolution of semiconductor technologies or other
derivative technologies, function blocks may be ob-
viously integrated using the technique. Application
of a biotechnology is one of such possibilities is.
(20) Some or all of the components of each device
may be configured by an IC card or an independent
module removably attached to the device. The IC
card or the module is a computer system configured
by a microprocessor, a ROM, a RAM, and the like.
The IC card or the module may include the super-
multifunctional LSI. The IC card or the module
achieves functions thereof when the microprocessor
operates in accordance with a computer program.
The IC card or the module may be tamper-resistant.
(21) The order of execution of the procedures of the
various processes described in the above embodi-
ments (e.g., the processing procedures illustrated in
Figs. 10 and 18 and the like) need not necessarily
be limited to that illustrated. The order of execution
may be switched, a plurality of procedures may be
performed in parallel with one another, or a part of
a procedure may be omitted, insofar as the scope of
the invention is not deviated from.
(22) An aspect of the present disclosure, for exam-
ple, may be a misuse detection method including the
entirety or a part of the misuse detection process
illustrated in Fig. 10 or 18 or the like. In addition, an
aspect of the present disclosure may be a computer
program that achieves this method using a compu-
ter, or may be a digital signal configured by the com-
puter program. In addition, an aspect of the present
disclosure may be the computer program or the dig-
ital signal recorded in a computer-readable record-
ing medium such as a flexible disk, a hard disk, a
CD-ROM, an MO, a DVD, a DVD-ROM, a DVD-
RAM, a BD (Blu-ray (registered trademark) Disc), or
a semiconductor memory. In addition, an aspect of
the present disclosure may be the digital signal re-
corded in one of such recording media. In addition,
an aspect of the present disclosure may be the com-
puter program or the digital signal transmitted

through an electrical communication line, a wireless
or wired communication line, a network typified by
the Internet, datacasting or the like. In addition, an
aspect of the present disclosure is a computer sys-
tem including a microprocessor and a memory. The
computer program may be recorded in the memory,
and the microprocessor may operate in accordance
with the computer program. In addition, the present
disclosure may be implemented by another inde-
pendent computer system by recording the program
or the digital signal in one of the recording media and
transporting the recording medium or by transporting
the program or the digital signal through the network
or the like.
(23) An aspect of the present disclosure may be, for
example, a misuse detection system including some
or all of the functions of one of the above-described
misuse detection ECUs. The misuse detection sys-
tem can be configured, for example, by an ECU con-
nected to buses (may be a misuse detection ECU or
another ECU), a device that can communicate with
the ECU (e.g., a server apparatus located outside a
vehicle or the like), and the like.
(24) The scope of the present disclosure also in-
cludes modes achieved by arbitrarily combining the
components and the functions described in the
above embodiments and modifications.

Industrial Applicability

[0151] The present disclosure can be used for appro-
priately detecting transmission of an unauthorized frame
to buses in a vehicle network according to a CAN.

Reference Signs List

[0152]

10, 11 vehicle network system
100, 2100 misuse detection electronic control

unit (misuse detection ECU)
130 transceiver section
140 controller section
141 protocol processing portion
150, 250, 2150 microcontroller section
151 controller communication portion
152, 2152 misuse detection process portion
153, 253 frame generation portion
154, 2154 rule holding portion
155 timer holding portion
156 reception timing holding portion
200a electronic control unit (automatic

parking ECU)
200b electronic control unit (power steering

ECU)
200c electronic control unit (gear ECU)
210 camera
220 handle (steering wheel)
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230 gears (speed change mechanism)
240 touch panel
252 frame processing portion
254 external device input/output portion
300 buses
2156 reception state holding portion
2200d electronic control unit (vehicle speed

ECU)
2250 vehicle speed sensor

Claims

1. A misuse detection method used in a vehicle network
system including a plurality of electronic control units
that communicate with one another through buses
in accordance with a CAN (Controller Area Network)
protocol, the misuse detection method comprising:

a reception step of receiving a data frame trans-
mitted through the buses; and
a detection step of performing, as misuse de-
tection for a target data frame, which is a data
frame having a first identifier, evaluation in ac-
cordance with a reception timing of a reference
data frame, which is a data frame having a sec-
ond identifier different from the first identifier,
and a reception timing of the target data frame
on the basis of a certain rule specifying a recep-
tion interval between the reference data frame
and the target data frame.

2. The misuse detection method according to Claim 1,
wherein, in the detection step, if a relationship be-
tween the reception timing of the target data frame
and the reception timing of the reference data frame
complies with the certain rule, it is evaluated that the
target data frame is not unauthorized, and if the re-
lationship does not comply with the certain rule, it is
evaluated that the target data frame is unauthorized.

3. The misuse detection method according to Claim 1
or 2,
wherein the certain rule specifies an appropriate
range of the reception interval, and
wherein, in the detection step, if a difference between
the reception timing of the target data frame and the
reception timing of the reference data frame prior to
the foregoing reception timing falls within the appro-
priate range, it is evaluated that the certain rule is
complied with.

4. The misuse detection method according to any of
Claims 1 to 3, further comprising:

an initial detection step of evaluating, as misuse
detection for the target data frame, whether the
target data frame is unauthorized in accordance

with an interval between the reception timing of
the target data frame and a reception timing of
the target data frame prior to the foregoing re-
ception timing,
wherein the misuse detection in the initial detec-
tion step is performed prior to the misuse detec-
tion in the detection step, and after it is evaluated
in the initial detection step that the target data
frame is unauthorized, the misuse detection in
the initial detection step is stopped and the mis-
use detection in the detection step starts.

5. The misuse detection method according to Claim 4,
wherein, in the initial detection step, if the reception
timing of the target data frame falls outside an ap-
propriate time frame predetermined on the basis of
the reception timing of the target data frame prior to
the foregoing reception timing, or if the reception tim-
ing of the target data frame falls within the appropri-
ate time frame and the other target data is received
at a timing within the appropriate time frame, it is
evaluated as the misuse detection for the target data
frame that the target data frame is unauthorized.

6. The misuse detection method according to any of
Claims 1 to 5, further comprising:

a reference detection step of performing misuse
detection for the reference data frame; and
a subsequent detection step of performing, as
misuse detection for the target data frame, eval-
uation in accordance with a reception timing of
another reference data frame, which is a data
frame having a third identifier different from the
first identifier or the second identifier, and the
reception timing of the target data frame on the
basis of a rule specifying a reception interval be-
tween the other reference data frame and the
target data frame,
wherein, if it is detected in the reference detec-
tion step that the reference data frame is unau-
thorized, the misuse detection in the detection
step is stopped and the misuse detection in the
subsequent detection step starts.

7. The misuse detection method according to Claim 6,
wherein the misuse detection in the detection step
starts after one of a plurality of identifiers different
from the first identifier selected in accordance with
a predetermined selection criterion is determined as
the second identifier, and the misuse detection in the
subsequent detection step starts after one of a plu-
rality of identifiers different from the first identifier or
the second identifier selected in accordance with the
predetermined selection criterion is determined as
the third identifier.

8. The misuse detection method according to any of
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Claims 1 to 6,
wherein the misuse detection in the detection step
is performed after one of a plurality of identifiers dif-
ferent from the first identifier, the one of the plurality
of identifiers being an identifier of a data frame with
which misuse has not yet been detected, is deter-
mined as the second identifier.

9. The misuse detection method according to any of
Claims 1 to 6,
wherein the misuse detection in the detection step
is performed after one of a plurality of identifiers dif-
ferent from the first identifier is determined as the
second identifier in accordance with a state of a ve-
hicle on which the plurality of electronic control units
are mounted.

10. The misuse detection method according to any of
Claims 1 to 3,
wherein, in the detection step, the evaluation wheth-
er the target data frame is unauthorized is performed
in accordance with a reception timing of each of at
least one data frame each having an identifier differ-
ent from the first identifier or the second identifier
and the reference data frame and the reception tim-
ing of the target data frame on the basis of a group
of rules including the certain rule specifying a recep-
tion interval between each of the at least one data
frame and the reference data frame and the target
data frame, and whether the target data frame is un-
authorized is determined on the basis of a result of
the evaluation.

11. The misuse detection method according to Claim 1,
wherein, in the detection step, the evaluation is per-
formed by calculating a likelihood that the target data
frame is unauthorized through a certain calculation
based on a group of rules including the certain rule
specifying a reception interval between each of at
least one data frame each having an identifier differ-
ent from the first identifier or the second identifier
and the reference data frame and the target data
frame, a reception timing of each of the at least one
data frame and the reference data frame, and the
reception timing of the target data frame.

12. The misuse detection method according to any of
Claims 1 to 11, further comprising:
a recording step of recording a result of the evalua-
tion performed in the detection step in a storage me-
dium.

13. A misuse detection electronic control unit in a vehicle
network system including a plurality of electronic
control units that communicate with one another
through buses in accordance with a CAN (Controller
Area Network) protocol, the misuse detection elec-
tronic control unit comprising:

a reception unit that receives a data frame trans-
mitted through the buses;
a rule holding unit that holds rule information in-
dicating a certain rule specifying a reception in-
terval between a target data frame, which is a
data frame having a first identifier, and a refer-
ence data frame, which is a data frame having
a second identifier different from the first identi-
fier; and
a detection unit that performs, as misuse detec-
tion for the target data frame, evaluation in ac-
cordance with a reception timing of the reference
data frame and a reception timing of the target
data frame on the basis of the certain rule.

14. A misuse detection system for misuse detection in
a vehicle network system including a plurality of elec-
tronic control units that communicate with one an-
other through buses in accordance with a CAN (Con-
troller Area Network) protocol, the misuse detection
system comprising:

a reception unit that receives a data frame trans-
mitted through the buses;
a rule holding unit that holds rule information in-
dicating a certain rule specifying a reception in-
terval between a target data frame, which is a
data frame having a first identifier, and a refer-
ence data frame, which is a data frame having
a second identifier different from the first identi-
fier; and
a detection unit that performs, as misuse detec-
tion for the target data frame, evaluation in ac-
cordance with a reception timing of the reference
data frame and a reception timing of the target
data frame on the basis of the certain rule.
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